
SHIPPING CONTAINER 
CONVERSION BAR SOLUTIONS



One way to make a real impact on customers at an event is with a 
shipping container conversion bar. 

A pop-up bar with a difference, shipping container bars can serve 
hundreds of guests at an event. As well as being easily transportable, 
they are durable, secure, weather-proof and customisable for 
maximum impact. 

From the entry-level Shipping Container Bar to the notable Impact 
Premium Container Bar featuring a concealed upper deck terrace, 
we have a range of shipping container bars available for short- and 
long-term dry hire. 

All our shipping container conversion bars feature a six-metre 
counter, two under-counter fridges and back bar for food and drink 
preparation and hiding additional stock. Each shipping container bar 
comes integrated with lighting and electrics. 

Ideal for catering and serving beverages at events, our shipping 
container bars make incredible party event bars, festival bars and 
corporate bars.



A 20' ISO shipping container conversion bar, 
Shipping Container Bar is an industry leading six-
metre bar that is fully customisable to provide a 
bespoke pop-up bar solution for catering and 
serving beverages at events. The entry-level 
shipping container bar comes in a matt black 
finish. 

CONTAINER 
BAR



300mm taller than Shipping Container Bar and 
painted internally and externally in white, Shipping 

Container Bar Plus is a contemporary pop-up bar 
solution for all types of events. The shipping 

container bar provides a blank canvas to customise 
with company branding and marketing 

promotions. 

CONTAINER BAR 
PLUS



Impact Container Bar is a cutting-edge shipping 
container conversion bar with upper deck terrace. 
The upper deck allows for a maximum of 12 guests 
and is accessible through a single external stair 
unit. The interior and exterior walls are painted in 
matt black. 

IMPACT 
CONTAINER BAR



Impact Plus Container Bar utilises a 20' High Cube 
shipping container creating a standout structure. 
300mm taller than Impact Container Bar, Impact 
Plus Container Bar is painted white internally and 

externally.

IMPACT PLUS 
CONTAINER BAR



Impact Premium Container Bar is a unique and 
innovative multi-deck pop-up bar solution that 
utilises two 20' High Cube shipping containers. A 
truly revolutionary design, Impact Premium 
Container Bar has a sheltered upper-deck terrace 
for up to 12 guests and is painted internally and 
externally in white. 

IMPACT PREMIUM 
CONTAINER BAR
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